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To one woman, running was greater than a passion&#151;it was a lesson in perseverance. While
not every name we publish becomes a New York Occasions bestseller or a national bestseller,
we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are occasionally overlooked by various
other publishers and to authors whose function might not otherwise find a house. From that day
forward, she took on every marathon that she could, and despite having to juggle her operating
with her responsibilities as mother and wife, she quickly founded herself among the greatest
runners in the United States. Over the following thirty years Lee earned race after race, running
in everything from local competitions to the three most challenging stamina races: the Boston
Marathon, the brand new York City Marathon, and the Ironman triathlon. In Against the Wind,
DiPietro will take us through her harrowing yearlong combat for the lives of her husband and
son. When Lee’s husband was identified as having cancer and her boy suffered a devastating
accident, she found herself dropping back on the lessons she had learned seeing that a
marathoner to greatly help her endure the sudden family members trials. What she did not
know, as she climbed the ranks of the working globe, was the struggle her family would
encounter and the function her operating would play in helping her persevere when confronted
with great adversity.far from only a sport and check of one's mettle. Against the Wind is
certainly a story that may resonate with readers whose lives have been affected by malignancy
in addition to those who are dedicated to endurance sports. Skyhorse Publishing, along with our
Sports Publishing imprint, is proud to create a broad range of books for readers interested in
sports&#151; Regardless of the great difficulties she faced, throughout everything remained
her love for operating. It proves that operating is a tool to save lots of lives&#151;books
regarding baseball, pro football, university football, pro and college basketball, hockey, or
soccer, we have a book about your sport or your team. In addition to books on popular team
sports, we also publish books for a wide selection of athletes and sports activities aficionados,
including books on operating, cycling, horse riding, swimming, tennis, fighting techinques, golf,
camping, walking, aviation, boating, therefore a lot more. Lee DiPietro found out the exhilaration
of stamina athletics when she ran her initial fifty percent marathon in her late twenties.
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A BEAUTIFUL Reserve! She learns the depth of her like for two people she could have lost and
also her extended friends and family.! I loved this publication! Wow, did she leave an impression
on my soul as a mother and wife! I acquired hardly any time to be a knowledgeable cancer
individual and not much time to reach out to tumor community to build support network. Lee
takes you on a journey with her family that's both heart wrenching and inspiring! Rapidly
approached. Love-Strength-Energy.!) I really believe that every single reader will need to have
nodded and thought to themselves that alcoholism works in their family too. I saw her many
more situations, and was honored when she introduced herself to me carrying out a local race 1
day. Lee DiPietro was her name.! The publication is incredible, and I am therefore happy that Lee
shared this intimate story, as the strength that she exhibited through her family's horrific trials
was truly inspiring. Also, the LOVE that she possesses! Not just in her dark occasions, but in the
more mundane times, such as for example filling the Christmas stockings.!! appreciate and
support of family to encourage you can do the same.!Last Fall, when I read in our little
newspaper that she wrote a book, I was so excited, so when I read it a couple of months later, I
really was moved. If you ask me, she was Running, personified! Lee provides these in spades..
Lee can be an amazing example of how someone may persevere in both races . Also, Lee's
mother and step-father's love also very special and rich.One final thing I'd like to point out is
something that I hold very dear to my heart, and that is the main topics alcohol/alcoholism. This
arises in this story, and Lee says at one stage, semi-confidentially, that alcoholism operates in
her family (or something compared to that effect. Gorgeous, fast, and lovely. I've by no means
heard of a family group that has not really been ravaged by alcohol, through the struggles of at
least one relative. An inspiring and uplifting memoire. Although it is good to learn you are not
really the only one going right through the same, sometimes it didn’t sound very positive or
giving hope and power. Once I finally produced the observation that a lot of people suffer from
alcohol, either straight through their own addiction or through the struggling of family members,
I quit on alcohol completely. This book shows the power of exercise and that even during the
most difficult times, a good work out can help clear the mind and prepared a person to cope
with life's struggles. I talk about this only because I don't believe the theory to abstain occurs to
many those who are not really suffering individually from their very own addiction, and it could
help.Very finally, a small detail that i loved: mention of Dr. loved it, cannot put it down. Great
browse! I laughed and I cried! Dr. Carson is certainly a hero of mine. He provides been since I
initial learned about him over 15 years back in "The Read-Aloud Handbook" (for parents), in
which "Gifted Hands" was referred to. I have since go through "Gifted Hands' along with "Think
Big," and they affected me profoundly. I am still hoping he will be our VP, and President one
day!We definitely recommend this beautiful reserve!! For everyone!! Motivation for anybody,
not just another cancer book I was diagnosed with breast cancers in September 2015 and
started out with focus on therapy with chemotherapy. I continued to work full-time while
managing treatments and different doctor appointments. Several years ago, when my youngest
was still a toddler, I'd leave early with him and our German Shepherd for a run around our
gorgeous coastal town of Newport, RI. I managed to have my medical procedures before
completing standard six rounds and finally got around to learn cancer books while recovering
from the surgery during winter season break. this book is for you! I came across American Cancer
Society’s “Breast Cancer Journey” helpful to be extensive and through about any stage of the
“journey”. Nevertheless most books were attempting to lure you into choice therapies or simply a
assortment of sharing encounters. In my own family, my paternal grandmother and maternal
aunt suffered and died from alcoholic beverages, and my sister, though "dry" at the moment, has

been brought almost to her knees by her addiction. Lee’s book is not only an in depth record of
how her husband, a cancer patient, experienced diagnosis to treatment, but also it shows how
two overcame the obstacles as well as love and support of family. And husband’s malignancy
was only 1 of the tragedies. Her athletic achievements had been sprinkled as flashback
highlighting support of family members and close ones are important along with obvious
physical challenge and determination. She is showing that her courage and power to face the
obstacles she earned through her athletic profession helped alongside family support and
like.This book can be an inspiration at many levels: for a caregiver of cancer patient, an
individual himself/herself and anybody who aspires athletic achievement. And really for
anybody as cancer and incident do not exclude anybody. It illustrates her dedication; Her
ENERGY too! I Loved this book! Lee provides a very honest and open accounts; This book isn't
just for the operating world, but anyone who would enjoy hearing an individual family journey
of tragedy, perseverance, grit, effort, faith, but primarily love! She clearly displays how lessons
learned on the race course helped her get through family tragedy. As a mom, wife, girl and sister
(well in addition to a UNC Tarheel) I could relate to therefore many of the emotions and
descriptions in this book. I found it thrilling that the Di Pietros understand him and have worked
with him. Lee provides a very honest and open accounts; You will not be disappointed! The
Power of Love Against the Wind illustrates the energy of love to develop a family system able to
function actually amidst extreme adversity. As writer Lee Dipietro embarks on her behalf
journey of self expression through running she's the full support of her hubby, children, mother
and extended family. Sports athletes, mothers, wives, competition, fighters. The family is usually
unified and strengthened by her dedication and success.When those closest to her encounter
the issues of cancer and a serious car accident, Lee digs deep into that wellspring of love as she
is called to support husband and son on their journey of healing. Small did she know that the
positive self-talk and dedication that got her through rigorous stamina training, would provide
her the strength she would need to face emotional obstacles. Lee’s reserve teaches important
life lessons, especially the value of creating relationships, maintaining balance and being
mindful in caring for our family members.Lee writes as a good friend, sharing her story
honestly.! And, for reasons uknown, this fact is not widely talked about or even acknowledged..
Highly recommended!. I love how Lee seamlessly weaves together and connects tales of her
phenomenal rise as an stamina athlete with the occasions that happen in even more present
time with her family. The author is at once open up, vulnerable, humorous and incredibly
genuine as she shares the outstanding highs and devastating lows that come with the globe of
racing and with relationship, children, illness and damage. I recommend this book to any current
or aspiring runner, triathlete, stamina athlete or anyone that discovers themselves balancing
family with the desire to drive their own athletic boundaries. loved it! As a fellow Ironman,but
not at the pro level, I could appreciate the level of hard work and commitment it takes to
compete at that level specifically with a family. I think most could find a way to relate with this
book whether you are a mother, father, daughter, child, sibling, grandparent or a friend- this
book has it all and it is true to life -makes you think. well done Lee.. Ben Carson!..... A very
special love tale between two people in a period when Personally i think the landscape for
actual romance and marital like is largely barren.. Five Stars Just what a great and motivating
story! An absolutely incredible story which will have you cheering, sometimes in tears, but
constantly turning another page. Simultaneously, she hardly ever loses site of her priority of
wife and mother.Another great thing about this book is that it is such a love story..I had bought
numerous kinds of publications regarding malignancy, but Lee DiPietro’s “Against the Wind”

stands out from other malignancy books. I am not a runner, but after reading this book We
gained a new appreciation of the advantages of working—spiritually and physically. I'm thankful
on her behalf reminder to harness our strengths and keep moving ahead. I loved this reserve!!
One morning using one of the runs, a eyesight approached from the length. A good read for
anyone! What touched me most about the reserve is her commitment as a mother, girl, sister and
wife and how she handled some intense trials existence threw at her!.. Lee is an amazing
example of how somebody can persevere in both races and lifestyle. Also admired the author's
capability to push through discomfort, and I have to admit I am not sure I could ever do that. I am
not a runner, but after scanning this . I loved this reserve! her .. Against the Wind is a compelling
and easy browse and although I knew it was a memoir, it reads just like a really good novel. I am
moving this reserve onto my mother and hope if you are reading this review, you get the
publication. her raw feelings are compelling and relatable. First, I want to show loved ones, like
my sister, that existence will probably be worth living without alcoholic beverages, and, second,
I wish to be an example to the next generation.
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